higher education and the department of the University of Cambridge
n the context of a partnership between the Ministry of education, the
and Cervantis, the students in 10th grade from the English and Spanish
euro-caribbean class took the exam of Cambridge English Certificate,
the exam of DELE and the exam of German last year. At the beginning
of this new year, we were honoured to organize the rewarding ceremony to
receive our certificate because we all passed our exam. During this beautiful
ceremony which took place on January, 19th in 2018 at Baimbridge, a lot of
events were planned to make this moment unforgattable !

I

To prepare this ceremony we had to mobilize all the eurocar students : years
10, years 11 and also years 12. Thanks to everybody’s qualities and talents,
we managed to plan many activities such as singing, dancing, playing and
quizzing. Our major task was to organize the spinning of the show. Indeed
our aim was to create an attractive and lively show for the audiance. We aslso
had to organize a tutoring between the year 10 and year 11. And, at the end
of the ceremony all the students in year 12 received, finally, their reward for
their exam.

In order to show to the public what we can do with the English and Spanish
languages, some students of the eurocar class decided to play music and to do
sketch. Firstly, Jénade, Katia, Esther and Héloïse sang two very nice songs in
English which were full of emotion. Then Julien play a Chopin’s track «
Nocturne » on the piano. The Spanish students presented a dramatise poem
which were really intresting and the students of 1°L2 (LELE) performed an
Oscar Wilde’s play « the importance of being earnest ». Finally Katia sang
again with Basile who was playing the guitar. And the ceremony finished on
a beautiful salsa presented by the salsa club.

During the ceremony, the atmosphere was really warm and friendly.
Everybody was concentrated. There was something particular in the air that
made everything enjoyable and pleasant. When everything was over, we all
rushed to the back of the room to share a buffet together. It was concocted by
the students themselves. Everybody had a great time while savouring
homemade cakes, and gulping down juice and everything.
This ceremony was a success !

